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Maersk predicts
mango revolution
Application of CA technology to Star Cool
containers could extend export season in
West Africa, company suggests
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Drop in the ocean
According to MIC quoting figures from
Unctad, global production of mangoes has
doubled in the last 30 years to more than
35m tonnes, but only about 3 per cent of
that volume is exported and traded
internationally – one of the main reasons
being the extremely delicate nature of the
product.
As a result, airfreight is commonly used
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“While the vast majority of mangoes
globally are transported by ocean rather
than air, the proportion of mangoes
exported from West Africa by air is
relatively high (around 40 per cent),” says
Derek Brand, maritime advisor at the

export potential of those markets. With
large quantities of mangoes produced in
that region for local consumption, it seems
likely that the export potential from some

The technology is also used for bananas and
avocados, reportedly extending the
potential travel time from 20 days to 45
days.

of these markets is much greater than what
we see today.”

transportation consultancy Seabury
Group.
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